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the researchers, though, can tell us more about why were so afraid of them. one of the
reasons might be that were introduced to them at a young age. kids are afraid of the unknown,
and as research has shown, the insect infestation in our homes isnt at all familiar to them. the

same is true for adults. while the cockroach is a ubiquitous pest, its not considered an
everyday household presence. it rarely enters kitchens. its only real habitat is human

dwellings, an environment the cockroach has thrived in for hundreds of millions of years, a
place its evolution and adaptation have worked them into. the cockroach should be familiar to

us, but instead, theres a clear disconnect. so how do you get over an aversion? try making
them harmless, says koehler. by the time were exposed to them in school, theres a kind of

desensitisation that takes place. youre used to the cockroach. go to a library, for instance, and
theyll leave you alone. youre not just familiar with them, youre comfortable around them.

youre not going to hurt them. but if a roach was in your kitchen, or something similar, youd be
a little more cautious, says koehler. the american cockroach is one of the world's most widely

disliked pests, but thats a misconception, says koehler. he points out that the roach is the
official state insect of texas. in his native brazil, he proudly points out, he enjoys the company
of cockroaches in his home. and hes completely harmless, he says, giving me a skeptical look.
i can hear his skepticism, but i was not going to let it deter me. hes all in. he begins by asking

me to close my eyes. hes going to spray me with some sort of artificial nose. with my eyes
shut tight, he takes a deep breath, then lets loose a long, deep, nasal whistle. he repeats the
action, aiming his breath directly at my closed eyelids. the goal is to shake my head from side
to side. the scent of his breath, says koehler, will be so strong that it will linger in my nostrils

long after its gone.
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